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Wednesday, October 13. 2010

Caanoo-Write: A Text Editor for Caanoo v1.1.0

Hi All,
Here is Caanoo-Write a text editor for the Caanoo. It permits to edit even huge text file, in both dos and unix mode,
using iso8859-1 (8bits) characters encoding. All iso8859-1 characters are present in the "Danzeff like" virtual keyboard.
Background images have been designed by Gruso (many thanks to him).
This version supports the Touch screen, for both menus and virtual keyboard.
How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.
Sources are included, and this package is under the GNU public license,
read COPYING.txt file for more information about it.
caanoo-write-v1.1.0-bin.zip
caanoo-write-v1.1.0-src.zip
Enjoy,
Zx
If you want to discuss on this homebrew, you can do it here :
My forum on dcemu network or http://www.gp32x.com/.

Posted by zx-81 in Text Editor at 20:51
Nice, many thanks, one small request, it would be great, if you move the texts on screen to the right, like you did in the 2600 emulator,
otherwise, they are partially hidden by the bezel.
Chris23235 on Oct 13 2010, 21:50
Hi Chris,
You may just change/reduce the default width & height in the settings and it should work
Zx
zx-81 on Oct 13 2010, 22:02
Nice!! This is going to come in very handy in tight situations!
toker509 on Oct 14 2010, 04:48
glad to see you enjoy it
Zx
zx-81 on Oct 14 2010, 21:58
please please please improve the KEYBOARD, is really bad ((. Instead of having many options, is better a big keyboard in the bottom
than having it the background.
is ok the options with the R key, but switching between keyboards with L is a really bad idea ((.
As i said, to improve this would be a way better to have a big keyboard with all the keys. Or just like Cellphones does.
ui on Sep 23 2011, 06:31
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